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1. Occupancy-detection models that account for imperfect detection have8

become widely used in many areas of ecology. As with any modelling9

exercise, it is important to assess whether the fitted model encapsulates10

the main sources of variation in the data, yet there have been few methods11

developed for occupancy-detection models that would allow practitioners12

to do so.13

2. In this paper, a new type of residual for occupancy-detection models is14

developed according to the method of Dunn & Smyth (1996). Residu-15

als are separately constructed to diagnose the occupancy and detection16

components of the model.17

3. Because the residuals are quite noisy, we suggest fitting a smoother18

through plots of residuals against predictors of fitted values, with 95%19

confidence bands, to diagnose lack-of-fit.20

4. The method is illustrated using Swiss squirrel data, and evaluated using21

simulations based on that dataset.22

5. Plotting residuals against predictors or against fitted values performed23

reasonably well as methods for diagnosing violations of occupancy-detection24

model assumptions, particularly plots of residuals against a missing pre-25

dictor. Relatively high false positive rates were sometimes observed, but26
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this seems to be controlled reasonably well by fitting smoothers to these27

plots and being guided in interpretation by 95% confidence bands around28

the smoothers.29

Keywords: Dunn-Smyth residuals; Goodness-of-fit; Imperfect detection; Prob-30

ability Integral Transforms31

Introduction32

Occupancy-detection models are widely used in ecology to estimate the probability a site33

is occupied by a species while accounting for imperfect detection. These are a type of34

hierarchical model usually fitted using dedicated software (White & Burnham, 1999; Fiske35

et al., 2011; MacKenzie & Hines, 2015), to detection/nondetection data from repeated36

surveys (MacKenzie et al., 2002; Tyre et al., 2003) or other types of survey data that37

inform about the detection process (Guillera-Arroita, in press).38

In occupancy-detection models, as indeed in any model-fitting exercise, a critical issue is39

diagnosing whether or not the chosen model structure is appropriate for the data at hand.40

Tools designed to interrogate model assumptions are needed, yet there is relatively little41

literature on methods of diagnosing goodness-of-fit of occupancy-detection models, and42

their effectiveness, the topic of this paper.43

The problem of assessing goodness-of-fit is distinct but related to the problem of choosing44

the best model from a set of candidates (“model selection”). In model selection we are45

interested in a relative comparison of how well models fit the data, but in model checking46

we are interested in absolute measures of goodness-of-fit, i.e. is the model a plausible47

explanation for the data at hand. Thus if using AIC (Akaike, 1974) as a metric, in model48

selection we could choose the model with smallest AIC (Burnham & Anderson, 1998).49

But when diagnosing goodness-of-fit we are after an absolute measure of fit, i.e. we would50

want to know if the given value of AIC is sufficiently small for the current model to be51

plausible (which might for example require its comparison to some null distribution).52

A commonly used overall measure of goodness-of-fit, rather than AIC or a related mea-53

sure, is the Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic. MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) pro-54

posed a simulation-based method of testing for lack of fit of occupancy-detection mod-55

els, constructing P -values based on the Pearson chi-square statistic. Royle et al. (2007)56

proposed a closely related Bayesian method, using the Bayesian P -value (following Gel-57
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man et al., 1996). Both methods can be understood as computer-intensive extensions58

of methods transferred to occupancy-detection modelling following their uptake in the59

capture-recapture literature (Pollock et al., 1985; Brooks et al., 2000; Choquet et al.,60

2009). While widely used, the ability of these methods to detect violations of assumptions61

in occupancy-detection models has not been tested extensively (although see MacKenzie62

& Bailey, 2004; Kéry & Royle, 2015, Section 10.8). Further, given that a violation has63

been detected, methods are needed that can “drill down” into the model to understand64

where the problems arise. Residual plots are a potentially useful tool here (as mentioned65

in Kéry & Royle, 2015), but a key issue is how to define residuals for this type of model,66

given the discreteness of the responses, and given that the quantity of primary interest67

(site occupied or not) is not observed directly.68

In this paper, residuals are derived for occupancy-detection models according to the ideas69

of Dunn & Smyth (1996). These Dunn-Smyth residuals have the special property that70

under repeated sampling, each residual is exactly standard normal in distribution if the71

model is exactly correct. These residuals are then evaluated in terms of their ability to72

diagnose different components of an occupancy-detection model.73

The paper is organised as follows: first, existing diagnostic tools for occupancy-detection74

models are reviewed; then, application of Dunn-Smyth residuals to this problem is de-75

scribed and illustrated on an example dataset; finally, the performance of the proposed76

tool is evaluated, along with existing goodness-of-fit approaches by simulation.77

Review of diagnostic tools for occupancy-detection mod-78

elling79

Assume there are S sites, each visited T times. At site i the variable of interest is a80

vector Yi of detection and non-detection events. A particular realisation of it is written81

as yi, consisting of binary values where at time t, yit is one if the species was detected82

and zero otherwise. Assuming exactly T surveys were conducted everywhere, there are83

2T possible sequences of ones and zeros in yi, which will be referred to as a detection84

history. A statistic used frequently in this paper is the total number of detections at a85

site, ni =
∑T

t=1 yit.86

There are many variations and extensions of occupancy-detection models (MacKenzie87

et al., 2006; Guillera-Arroita, in press). Here we work with the original model structure88
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(as in MacKenzie et al., 2002; Tyre et al., 2003). This model assumes that the occupancy89

status of the sites does not change during the survey period (i.e. the species either occupies90

the site at all or none of the sampling occasions), and that there is independence among91

sites. Sites are occupied with a probability ψi at the ith site, where ψi can be modelled92

as a function of environmental variables (xi at site i). We will use a logit link function93

(although there are other possibilities):94

logit(ψi) = x′i β

In this paper, this will be referred to as the occupancy component of the model.95

Detection events are assumed independent and with no possibility of false positives96

(Chambert et al., 2015). The probability of detection at the ith site at time t (pit),97

given that the site is occupied, can be modelled using logistic regression (for example)98

against explanatory variables (zit for site i and time t):99

logit(pit) = z′it γ

In this paper, this will be referred to as the detection component of the model. Under the100

above assumptions, the probability of observing a particular detection history yi at site i101

can be written as:102

P (Yi = yi) =

 ψi

∏T
t=1 p

yit
it (1− pit)1−yit if ni > 0

(1− ψi) + ψi

∏T
t=1(1− pit) if ni = 0

and the likelihood is the product of P (Yi = yi) across the S sites. Parameters can be103

estimated by maximum likelihood or using a Bayesian approach.104

There are several key aspects of this model that should be considered when designing a105

study and fitting an occupancy-detection model:106

• Whether the logistic regression models for probability of occupancy and of detection107

are appropriate. This could include for example consideration of missing predictors,108

linearity assumptions, and the choice of link function.109

• Whether it is reasonable to assume independence of detection events across surveys110

and of occupancy across sites.111

• Does occupancy status remain unchanged across the T sampling times? (i.e. Do112

the species either occupy the site at all or none of the sampling occasions?)113
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• Other sources of heterogeneity in measurement, such as whether abundance is chang-114

ing across sites and whether this affects detection or not. This issue will be returned115

to in the Discussion section.116

The key methods that have been proposed to collectively check assumptions will be re-117

viewed below.118

Established diagnostic tools119

To get a sense for which diagnostic tools are commonly used in practice, Google Scholar120

was searched in April 2016 for articles containing “occupancy”, “imperfect detection” and121

“goodness-of-fit”. The first 60 papers, as automatically sorted by relevance, were screened122

to look specifically for journal articles applying an occupancy-detection model to binary123

(detected/not detected) data. A total of 28 papers remained, and of these more than124

half (16 of the 28) used the simulation-based test of MacKenzie & Bailey (2004), and125

two used a Bayesian P value analogue of this test. Several more used variations on these126

techniques (e.g. using a deviance statistic rather than a Pearson chi-square statistic).127

Many did not assess absolute goodness-of-fit at all, rather they used model selection on128

a set of candidate models (relative goodness-of-fit), primarily using AIC or AICc (18 of129

the 28), or occasionally a related information metric (4 papers) or predictive performance130

on hold out samples (3 papers). Further details are available in Supplementary Material131

(S1). Below we describe in more detail the most commonly used methods of goodness-132

of-fit for occupancy-detection models, the test due to MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) and its133

Bayesian P value analogue (a modification of Royle et al., 2007).134

As explained in Kéry & Royle (2015, Section 10.8), it is possible to construct a Pearson135

chi-square statistic by aggregating detection/non-detection data to detection counts over136

sites, surveys or detection histories. They undertook a small simulation which suggested137

that aggregating over detection history tended to be the most powerful of these options.138

From T surveys there are 2T possible detection histories, and MacKenzie & Bailey (2004)139

originally proposed comparing observed and expected counts for each possible detection140

history. A count of the number of times a given detection history y is observed (Oy) is141

compared to its expected number (Ey), computed as a sum across sites of the estimated142

probability of observing detection history y:143

Ey =
S∑

i=1

P (Yi = y)
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where P (Yi = y) is estimated from the fitted occupancy-detection model. Then the usual144

Pearson chi-square statistic is computed by summing across the set D of all 2T possible145

detection histories:146

X2 =
∑
y∈D

(Oy − Ey)2

Ey

(1)

This statistic is used to check that the observed counts are not too far from expected147

counts, i.e. that the chi-square statistic is not unusually large. But doing this requires148

knowledge of the range of values of X2 to expect when the model is correct. Because149

not all detection histories will be observed a large number of times, X2 can be poorly150

approximated by a chi-square distribution, and MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) suggested151

estimating its null distribution by simulation. Repeatedly, new sets of detection histories152

are generated from the fitted model (a “parametric bootstrap”, Davison & Hinkley, 1997),153

the model is refitted to each, and the chi-square statistic recomputed, in order to get a154

sense for what range of values for X2 to expect if the model were true. This process155

tends to be computationally intensive. The test has been found to be capable of finding156

problems with the detection component of the model, but it has little success finding157

violations of the occupancy component (MacKenzie & Bailey, 2004) – since aggregating158

over detection histories puts the focus on diagnosing patterns in detection. The approach159

can be implemented in the R package AICcmodavg in the mb.gof.test function which160

allows for fitted unmarked occupancy-detection model objects, or a faster version of the161

code can be found in the PRESENCE software which can be accessed from the RPresence162

package (MacKenzie & Hines, 2015, version 1.1.2 or later), downloadable from http:163

//www.mbr-pwrc.usgs.gov/software/presence.html (under Downloads, install both164

PRESENCE and RPresence).165

Royle et al. (2007) also used a Pearson chi-square statistic, but in a posterior predictive166

check (known as the Bayesian P -value) of a model for abundance accounting for imperfect167

detection. The approach has since become relatively common in models for abundance.168

When using a MCMC approach to estimation, at each iteration model parameter estimates169

are simulated, and new response values for Yi can then be simulated in order to compute170

a simulated value for the test statistic under the assumption that the model is correct.171

Doing this many times generates a null distribution, to compare to the observed chi-square172

statistic to assess goodness-of-fit. This is something of a Bayesian analogue of MacKenzie173

& Bailey (2004), but additionally accounting for sampling uncertainty estimating model174

parameters, instead of conditioning on the observed values. This idea has been adapted to175

occupancy-detection models (Kery & Schaub, 2011; Tobler et al., 2015), using the Pearson176
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statistic on the binary detection/non-detection response directly without aggregation,177

and to the multi-species context (Broms et al., 2016). Using binary response without178

aggregation has since been found to be problematic (Kéry & Royle, 2015, Section 10.8)179

because in binary responses it is not possible to estimate overdispersion, hence it is not180

possible to diagnose lack-of-fit in a Pearson statistic of binary data. Thus aggregating to181

counts in some way seems to be necessary prior to constructing a Pearson statistic. While182

MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) aggregated over detection history, an alternative (Wright183

et al., 2016) is to aggregate across neighbours (in space or time) and count pairs of184

detection events amongst neighbours (“joins”). Such a test would be especially suited to185

testing for temporal dependence, counting consecutive detection events.186

Dunn-Smyth residuals for occupancy-detection mod-187

els188

Residual plots have potential as a diagnostic tool for occupancy-detection models. A189

difficulty however is that it is not obvious in this context what to construct residuals of,190

and how. In this paper, two different types of residual are proposed, to separately diagnose191

the detection and occupancy components of the model. Both make use of residuals as192

introduced in Dunn & Smyth (1996), who resolved the problem of constructing residuals193

from a discrete random variable, such that residuals across observations can be expected194

to have (approximately) the same distribution, a property that can be exploited to check195

different aspects of a fitted model.196

Dunn & Smyth (1996) proposed residuals by making use of the probability integral trans-197

form, i.e. the result that if a continuous random variable X has cumulative distribution198

function (or “quantile function”) F (x), then transforming the random variable using this199

function will lead to a standard uniform variable (equally likely to take any value between200

zero and one). For discrete random variables, some random noise is introduced to “jitter”201

residuals and remove the discreteness. A similar idea can be found elsewhere (Smith,202

1985; Brockwell, 2007), but Dunn & Smyth (1996) additionally proposed mapping these203

onto the standard normal distribution, such that they could be plotted and interpreted204

like residuals from ordinary linear regression. For a discrete random variable X that takes205

integer values, residuals z are constructed to satisfy:206

Φ(z) = (1− u)F (x) + uF−(x) (2)
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where Φ(·) and F (·) are the cumulative distribution functions of a standard normal vari-207

able and of X (respectively), F−(·) is the previous value of F (·), and u is a value randomly208

generated from the standard uniform distribution. If the model for X is correct, these209

residuals will have a standard normal distribution. Thus they can be used just like resid-210

uals from linear regression – they can be plotted against predictors or fitted values to211

check for no trend (Figure 1a), and they can be compared to the standard normal using212

a (standard) normal quantile plot (Figure 1b). If using a categorical predictor, residuals213

can be plotted against different levels of it, or a boxplot of residuals could be constructed214

for each factor level.215

Dunn & Smyth (1996) illustrated the use of these residuals in the context of generalised216

linear models, and in an ecological context they have been extended to multivariate prob-217

lems in the mvabund (Wang et al., 2012) and boral (Hui, 2016) packages, to mixture218

models that classify species according to their environmental response (Dunstan et al.,219

2013), and to capture-recapture models (Stoklosa et al., 2014). We propose extending this220

technique for residual construction to occupancy-detection models, but in two different221

ways, to diagnose the two components of the model.222

Detection residuals223

Information on the detection component is contained in the pattern of repeat detections224

at a site, across surveys. Thus it is proposed here that detection residuals be constructed225

using the total number of detections at a site ni, conditional on there having been some226

detections. This will be compared to the distribution expected under the fitted model.227

Note that residuals computed from ni will be more likely to find some assumption vio-228

lations than others – this aggregates detection/nondetection events within a site, so one229

might expect it to be more sensitive to problems with the detection component across230

sites (e.g. a missing covariate that varies across site) than across surveys within a site (e.g.231

a missing covariate that varies across time periods). This is usually the more appropriate232

focus, because cross-site problems with the detection component are more likely to lead233

to bias in the occupancy component.234

If the detection probability parameter is constant across surveys and equal to pi, then the235

total number of detections across T surveys would be distributed as a truncated binomial236
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with parameters T and pi (truncated at one), so its cumulative distribution function is:237

F (ni|ni > 0) =
1

1− (1− pi)T
ni∑
k=1

(
T

k

)
pki (1− pi)T−k

which is used to construct Dunn-Smyth detection residuals using equation 2.238

If on the other hand the detection probability is not constant across surveys, F (ni) will239

need to be computed as a summation across all possible histories with ni or fewer detec-240

tions. The cumulative distribution function of ni can be written as:241

F (ni|ni > 0) =
1

1−
∏T

t=1(1− pit)

∑
y|1≤ny≤ni

T∏
t=1

pytit (1− pit)1−yt

where ny =
∑T

t=1 yt is the total number of detections in detection history y. This function242

can be computationally intensive to enumerate if T and ni are not small, because the243

number of possible histories with ni or fewer detections becomes large. Nevertheless,244

our experience to date has been that this method requires less computation time than245

previously introduced simulation-based measures of goodness-of-fit (MacKenzie & Bailey,246

2004; Royle et al., 2007, see Supplementary Materials S5).247

A technical difficulty arises when plotting detection residuals against covariates – covari-248

ates for detection may take different values across surveys at a site, yielding ST values,249

whereas the above method gives only one detection residual at each site, yielding only S250

values. In the plot produced later of detection residuals against a covariate (Figure 2c),251

the covariate values were averaged across surveys within each site. Alternatives would252

be to replicate the detection residual T times, or to base residuals on the binary detec-253

tion/nondetection events.254

Occupancy residuals255

To diagnose the occupancy component of the model, the relevant available information256

is in the binary indicator for whether or not any detections are observed at a site, Ji =257

I(ni > 0). This is not solely a function of the occupancy component model, it is also258

related to the detection component (given that observing a species requires it to not259

just occupy a site, but also to be detected), which is reflected in the method of residual260

construction used here. The cumulative distribution function for any detections at a site,261

Ji, is:262

F (ji) =

 1− ψi + ψi

∏T
t=1(1− pit) if ji = 0

1 if ji = 1
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in the case where detection probability is not constant across surveys. If it is constant,263

the product in the expression at ji = 0 simplifies to (1 − pi)T . Dunn-Smyth occupancy264

residuals are constructed using the binary site-level detection variable Ji, by substituting265

the above expression into equation 2.266

Omnibus residuals267

Optionally, a single “omnibus” residual could be constructed to simultaneously diagnose268

the detection and occupancy components of the model, by taking number of detections269

across all T surveys at a site (which would take the value zero if there were no detections).270

This has cumulative distribution function:271

F (ni) =

 1− ψi + ψi

∏T
t=1(1− pit) if ni = 0

1− ψi + ψi

∑
y|0≤ny≤ni

∏T
t=1 p

yt
it (1− pit)1−yt if ni = 1, 2, . . . , T

In this paper however the focus is on the use of detection and occupancy residuals only,272

as our aim is to “drill down” into the model to attempt to identify the source of any273

assumption violations.274

Implications of “jittering” for interpretation275

Both detection and occupancy residuals involve random number generation (or “jitter-276

ing”), through u in equation 2, in order to avoid artifacts in analyses that could otherwise277

arise in residuals due to their discreteness. But this comes at the cost of introducing ran-278

domness. The amount of random variation that is introduced depends on how discrete279

the data are. For example, occupancy residuals are based on a binary response, and as280

such are highly discrete, and jittering can introduce a lot of variation into corresponding281

residuals. Detection residuals, based on a count response, can be expected to show less282

variability under jittering as a general rule, particularly if the number of surveys T is283

large. (This is one reason detection residuals were based on ni, as these counts were ex-284

pected to be more informative than binary detection/nondetection events.) The random285

variation introduced to residuals by jittering has a couple of consequences.286

A first consequence is that it tends to be harder to see patterns in Dunn-Smyth residual287

plots involving jittering than is the case for usual continuous residuals, given the additional288

random variation that has been introduced. This can be understood as arising not because289

of the randomness per se, but because of the underlying discreteness in the data, which290
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obscures patterns. A tool we have found especially useful is to add a smoother to residual291

plots, with 95% confidence bands around it, and to use the smoother as a basis for292

diagnosing lack of fit rather than the residuals themselves (we used the gam function from293

the mgcv package Wood, 2011). This smooths out much of the noise in residual plots294

and can effectively find structure that is not obvious to the naked eye, as in Figure 1a.295

Sometimes patterns in smoothers can be significant but quite small relative to the range296

of variation in residuals, thus we sometimes plot only part of the residual plot near zero297

in order to diagnose lack-of-fit solely from a smoother fitted to residuals (Figure 1c). A298

useful diagnostic check is to see if 95% confidence bands around the smoother cover zero299

for the entire range of the data.300

A second consequence of random variation in residuals is that different plots of the same301

data can look different, so at times it is advisable to repeat residual plots instead of just302

basing interpretation on a single plot. This is especially the case if there are just a few303

points driving a pattern, or if a smoother is close to missing zero at some points, because304

individual points can appear in quite different places when using different random values305

for jittering. Differences on repeat plots are typically subtle, e.g. compare Figure 2 with306

the third row of Figure 3 – these are plots of the same models on the same data but using307

different random values in jittering. There are subtle differences in residual patterns,308

the most conspicuous changes are in the smoothers, which now overlap zero in all cases,309

contrary to Figure 2. Our interpretation in such a case is that there is marginal evidence310

of a violation of model assumptions.311

Example312

The above techniques will be illustrated on single season occupancy-detection models for313

the European red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) in Switzerland. Squirrel data were collected314

as part of the breeding bird survey by the Swiss Ornithological Institute (Schmid et al.,315

2004), the 2007 dataset is available as Supplementary Material (S2). There were S = 265316

sites surveyed, each one square kilometre in size, and surveyed T = 3 times during the317

bird breeding season (April 15th-July 15th). These data were previously analysed in318

Chapter 10.9 of Kéry & Royle (2015).319

Code for the below analyses, and an introductory tutorial on using Dunn-Smyth residuals320

in detection-occupancy models, are available in Supplementary Material (S4-6).321

A shortlist of four potential models were fitted, as listed in Table 1. Elevation and for-322
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est cover were used as occupancy covariates, and survey date and duration were used323

as detection covariates. All four models are a subset of the first “Full” model, the “No324

Elevation” model drops the elevation covariate from the occupancy component, the “No325

Quadratic” model drops quadratic terms from the occupancy component (but keeps a326

quadratic term in the detection component), and the “No Duration” model drops the327

duration covariate from the detection component of the model. Each model was fitted328

using RPresence version 1.1.2 (MacKenzie & Hines, 2015). The chi-square parametric329

bootstrap test is reported (M&B GoF test, MacKenzie & Bailey, 2004, using 1000 resam-330

ples), and AIC to compare across models (Table 1). Coefficients of the fitted models can331

be found in Supplementary Material (S3). The AIC metric suggests the “Full” and “No332

Duration” models had the best fit of the four considered, and that dropping elevation333

or quadratic terms from the occupancy component of the model is not advisable. The334

model was refitted in a Bayesian framework to estimate Bayesian P -values, using the335

same priors as given in Kéry & Royle (2015) (with 50000 MCMC samples with a burn-in336

sample of 10000 for 3 chains and thinning set to 10, see Supplementary Material S3 for337

further details), based on R code available in Tobler et al. (2015). Neither goodness-of-fit338

test indicated lack of fit of any of the four models fitted to the data (Table 1).339

Using the “No Elevation” model as an illustrative example, residual vs fits plots were340

constructed for each of occupancy and detection residuals, and normal quantile plots,341

to check for lack of fit (Figure 1). The trend in the smoother for occupancy residuals342

(Figure 1c,left) has a slight suggestion of a problem with the occupancy component of the343

model, but the smoother still covers zero at all values, so it is not conclusive.344

The relevant Dunn-Smyth residuals can also be plotted against covariates, irrespective345

of whether or not they have been included in the model. Figure 2a plots occupancy346

residuals against elevation for the “No Elevation” model, and is suggestive that elevation347

should be included in the model, although marginally so. Occupancy residuals from the348

“No Quadratic” model seem to have a non-linear trend against elevation (Figure 2b),349

motivating inclusion of a quadratic term in the model. Figure 2c has an increasing trend350

but still covers zero at all values, under other randomisations it does not. Thus there is351

marginal evidence that duration should be included in the detection model.352

Diagnosing goodness-of-fit for all four models requires a larger panel of residual plots as353

in Figure 3. From the plots for the “Full” model there is no strong evidence for lack354

of fit, other results are largely as previously. Notice that for the model with a missing355

term from the occupancy component of the model (Figure 3, second column), it is the356
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occupancy residuals that are problematic (Figure 3a-d, but especially b-c), whereas for357

the model with a missing term from the detection component (Figure 3, fourth column) it358

is the detection residuals that are problematic (Figure 3c and e-f, but especially c). Thus359

the combination of occupancy and detection residuals seems to have some potential to360

identify where problems in a model may be. Further, plotting residuals against predictors361

suggests how the model can be improved (Figure 3c).362

Table 1: Model descriptions and goodness-of-fit results for 4 selected occupancy-detection

models fitted to the European red squirrel data. Elevation (elev) and forest cover (for)

were used as occupancy (ψ) covariates, and survey date (date) and duration (dur) were

used as survey/detection (p) covariates. Note that ”:” represents an interaction between

covariates.

Model Model structure

“Full” p ∼ date+ dur + dur2, ψ ∼ elev + elev2 + for + for2 + elev : for + elev : for2 + elev2 : for

“No Elevation” p ∼ date+ dur + dur2, ψ ∼ for + for2

“No Quadratic” p ∼ date+ dur + dur2, ψ ∼ elev + for + elev : for

“No Duration” p ∼ date, ψ ∼ elev + elev2 + for + for2 + elev : for + elev : for2 + elev2 : for

Model ∆AIC M&B GoF test statistic M&B GoF test (p-value) Bayesian p-value

“Full” 0.0 3.11 0.87 0.28

“No Elevation” 8.7 6.19 0.45 0.29

“No Quadratic” 7.9 3.49 0.90 0.31

“No Duration” 0.9 3.17 0.89 0.37

Simulation Studies363

How effective are the above diagnostic tools at detecting lack of fit? This question was364

explored using simulations mimicking the properties of the Swiss squirrel data. Parameter365

estimates from the four models of Table 1 (Supplementary Material S3) were used to366

simulate data. The effect sizes tended to be larger for linear and quadratic coefficients of367

elevation as compared to duration, as suggested by the larger relative change in AIC when368

dropping from the full model to the “No Elevation” and “No Quadratic” models rather369

than when dropping to the “No Duration” model (Table 1). Sample size was varied across370

two settings (using the existing sample size, S = 265, or doubling to S = 530) and number371

of surveys per site was similarly varied (using the existing value, T = 3, or doubling to372

T = 6). In total 160 datasets were generated (via the simulate function in the unmarked373

package, Fiske et al., 2011), 40 for each combination of S and T , choosing the true model374
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at random from the four candidate models of Table 1.375

For each dataset, the two simulation-based chi-square goodness-of-fit tests (MacKenzie376

& Bailey, 2004; Royle et al., 2007) were computed for all four candidate models, using377

the same method described in the previous section, but in the case of Bayesian P -values,378

with the number of MCMC samples reduced to 5000 with a burn-in sample of 1000 for379

3 chains and thinning set to 10, to reduce computation time. Bayesian P -values never380

detected assumption violations (as in Kéry & Royle, 2015) and will not be considered381

further. Additionally, AIC was computed to see how reliably one could choose between382

the four candidate models. To assess the power of residual plots as a diagnostic tool, a383

display was constructed with detection and occupancy residual vs fits plots for each of384

the four candidate models, as well as relevant plots against covariates, as in Figure 3.385

These were generated by the second author and sent “blind” to the four co-authors, 40386

datasets per person. Those viewing the plots were told sample size information and which387

four models were being compared, but were not told the true model nor given access to388

the raw data nor results of goodness-of-fit tests. The MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test389

was fitted to 200 separate simulated datasets to better estimate rejection rates. Code for390

these simulations is in Supplementary Material (S7).391

Table 2 presents overall results (aggregated across the four model types due to small392

sample sizes). The graphical diagnostic tools correctly detected assumption violations at393

least two thirds of the time (“true positive”), but incorrectly declared and assumption394

violation when there was none as much as 30% of the time (“false positive”, Table 2a).395

The false positive rate varied across the four analysts participating in the study (15-40%)396

as did the rate of correct detection of assumption violations (50-95%). Analysts more397

likely to declare an assumption violation tended to have higher false and true positive398

rates. There was some suggestion of an improvement when the number of surveys (T )399

was larger, with a slight increase in true positives and decrease in false positives (Table 2a).400

The performance of the MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test was disappointing, with false401

and true positive rates close to the chosen significance level of 10%. The MacKenzie &402

Bailey (2004) test has greater sensitivity to violations in the detection component of the403

model, further simulations exploring this are in the next section.404

While the graphical diagnostic plots were developed to assess goodness-of-fit rather than405

for model selection, it is interesting to note that they had some power in this context,406

selecting a correct model out of a choice of four more than half the time, but did not407

perform nearly as well as AIC (Table 2b).408
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Table 2: Simulation results (aggregated across the four model types) at each combination

of S and T , with rates presented for: (a) Assumption violations correctly identified by

goodness-of-fit checks (and false positives, when the model was in fact true, in parenthe-

ses); (b) Model selection results using AIC or diagnostic plots. All rates presented to the

nearest percentage, and estimated from 40 simulated datasets for graphical techniques,

and from 200 separate datasets for the MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test.

(a) Assumption violations identified

S = 265 S = 530

T = 3 T = 6 T = 3 T = 6

Graphs 66 (28) 77 (19) 64 (29) 82 (15)

MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) 12 (12) 10 (14) 16 (12) 12 (12)

(b) Rate at which the selected model had no lack-of-fit

S = 265 S = 530

T = 3 T = 6 T = 3 T = 6

Graphs 68 74 71 89

AIC 98 83 90 100

A number of different types of residual plots were used to diagnose assumption violations,409

as in Figure 3, and it is interesting to study which types of plots were most effective410

at diagnosing problems with the various models considered (Table 3). The most useful411

plots were of residuals against selected covariates (as in Figure 2 or Figure 3c), these412

correctly identified assumption violations as much as 75% of the time, although with a413

false positive rate as high as 35%. Residual vs fits plots were next most effective, especially414

of occupancy residuals when “zoomed in” on the smoother to see if it moved away from415

zero. This plot was particularly useful at diagnosing problems with the “No Elevation”416

and “No Quadratic” models, which had violations specifically of the occupancy component417

of the model (22 and 37%, respectively). Normal quantile plots had little effectiveness.418

In Table 3, violations of the Full Model were sometimes declared, even though data419

were always simulated under some subset of the Full Model, thus violations of it were420

impossible. Analysts were aware of this, but if a residual plot had the appearance of an421

assumption violation (e.g. a smoother not covering zero), an assumption violation was422

declared irrespective of the fitted model, because this is what the analyst would have423

done in practice, when the true model is unknown.424
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Table 3: Effectiveness of different types of residual plot for the four different models,

from 160 simulated datasets (aggregating across the different values of S and T ). Plots

are ordered down rows as they appear in Figure 3. Reported values are “true positive”

rates to the nearest percentages, i.e. rates of detected assumption violations, with false

positives in parentheses. Note that true positives were not possible for the Full model,

and there was no residual vs covariate plot for the Full model.

Full No No No

model Elevation Quadratics Duration

Occupancy residual vs fits plot – (2) 3 (0) 3 (0) 2 (5)

Occupancy res. vs fits “zoomed in” – (12) 22 (8) 37 (12) 20 (21)

Residual vs covariate plots – (–) 75 (35) 29 (16) 65 (15)

Occupancy residual quantile plot – (2) 3 (0) 5 (0) 7 (3)

Detection residual vs fits plot – (8) 11 (19) 14 (2) 14 (10)

Detection residual quantile plot – (4) 3 (3) 6 (2) 4 (3)

Power simulation for violations of the detection model425

An additional power simulation was constructed to better understand the poor perfor-426

mance of the MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test and detection residual vs fits plots – both427

had close to 10% false positives irrespective of whether the model was correct (Tables 2-3).428

Both procedures were designed to be sensitive to violations of the detection component429

in particular, and the only such scenario in simulations (fitting the “No Duration” model430

when it was not correct) had a relatively small effect size – data were simulated with431

standardised Duration coefficients of 0.3 or less, and a relatively small difference in AIC432

between the “No Duration” and “Full” models (Table 1). So an additional simulation433

focussed on methods designed to interrogate the detection component of the model, as434

the effect size in the detection component was varied.435

Data were simulated using parameters from the “Full” Model, but with the linear and436

quadratic coefficients for Duration set to each of {0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2}. The “No Duration”437

model was then fitted to the data, in which case the first setting (βdur = βdur2 = 0) was438

a Type I error simulation, and the second setting (βdur = βdur2 = 0.3) had an effect of439

a similar size to that used in the original simulation. The subsequent values increased440

the effect size progressively to assess when lack-of-fit in the detection component was441

identified. The original dataset design and size was used (S = 265, T = 3). For each of 250442

simulated datasets, the test due to MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) used 250 bootstrap samples443
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Table 4: Power simulation of the effectiveness of different methods of interrogating the

detection component of the model. Data were simulated under the “Full” model with

linear (βdur) and quadratic (βdur2) coefficients for Duration taking one of five values, then

the “No Duration” model was fitted. The proportion of times an assumption violation

was declared is reported to the nearest percentage, based on 250 datasets for MacKenzie

& Bailey (2004), and from a separate 40 datasets for the residual plots.

βdur = βdur2 =

0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2

MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) 14 9 19 30 41

Residual vs covariate plot 15 80 98 100 100

Detection residual vs fits plot 8 10 15 18 30

Occupancy res. vs fits (zoomed in) 5 8 10 8 15

and a significance level of 0.1. For each of a separate set of 40 simulated datasets, detection444

residual vs fits and detection residual vs duration plots were constructed. Occupancy445

residual vs fits plots were also constructed for comparison. Each plot was viewed by the446

first author, who recorded the proportion of plots for which the confidence band on the447

smoother did not cover zero for the full range for which data were observed. Code for448

these simulations is in Supplementary Material (S8).449

The MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test had increasing power (Table 4), with little power450

for small effect sizes but increasing to about 40% when the effect size was large. The451

most striking result however was the high power of the missing covariate plot (Figure 2c)452

– when plotting detection residuals against the missing Duration variable, an assumption453

violation was correctly detected on most occasions, with a false positive rate of about 15%454

(Table 4). The detection residual vs fits plot was less successful, having increasing power,455

but at a slower rate than the MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test. The occupancy residual vs456

fits plot had lower power again, emphasising that this plot is better at detecting effects457

in the occupancy component of the model.458

Discussion459

Residuals have been developed, along the lines of those proposed by Dunn & Smyth460

(1996), that can be used for diagnostic checks of occupancy-detection models. The main461

advantage of this approach is that visual displays can assist in model construction as well462
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as diagnosis, e.g. a curvilinear trend on a residual vs fits plot suggests non-linearity, or a463

trend against a covariate not included in the model suggests that it should be included.464

By constructing separate residuals for occupancy and detection components of the model,465

the component(s) of the model that have problematic assumptions can be more readily466

identified, with problems in the occupancy component more readily identified by occu-467

pancy residuals (Table 3, “No Elevation” and “No Quadratic” models) and problems with468

the detection component more readily identified by detection residuals (Table 4), albeit469

some ambiguity and false positives. We think Dunn-Smyth residuals are a potentially470

useful tool for model builders, and plan to include them in the freely available RPresence471

package (MacKenzie & Hines, 2015).472

Simulations in this paper compared plots based on these residuals to a common tool473

for diagnostic checking (MacKenzie & Bailey, 2004) and found residual plots to have474

noticeable power advantages when diagnosing the occupancy component of the model, or475

when plotting against a covariate missing from the detection component of the model.476

While decisions about model adequacy were made from a panel of 5-6 residual plots per477

model (columns of Figure 3), a couple of individual plots performed quite well in their own478

right. Without taking into account a priori information about which types of assumption479

violations to focus on, the residual vs fits plot was the most useful single plot with a480

smoother and 95% confidence bands to check if the trend deviated significantly from zero481

at any point. When these confidence bands were narrow we found it helpful to “zoom in”482

around zero (as in Figure 1c), necessary for occupancy residuals because the high level of483

discreteness in the data (these were based on a binary response) dulled the signal such484

that quite subtle changes in the mean of residuals could be important. Detection residual485

vs fits plots were less effective, and did not seem as capable of finding violations of the486

detection component as the MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) test. We also found that normal487

quantile plots (Figure 1b) were not particularly useful, perhaps because of difficulties488

assessing when a deviation from normality was “significant”. In future work, perhaps489

simulation envelopes (Baddeley et al., 2014) around the one-to-one line would assist in490

interpreting quantile plots.491

In the original set of simulations (Tables 2-3), model violations were detected as much as492

80% of the time, but this came at the cost of a false positive rate sometimes as large as493

35%. One reason for this seemed to be “multiple testing” – individual graphs (Table 3)494

typically had lower false positive rates than when making a decision collectively from all495

graphs (Table 2). One solution would be to use smoothers with wider confidence bands496
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to reflect the number of plots to be viewed (e.g. use 99% instead of 95% when viewing497

five residual plots with smoothers). This would reduce the false positive rate, but at the498

cost of reducing power to detect violations of model assumptions.499

We found in simulations we were able to make more effective decisions when exploiting500

a priori knowledge about potentially missing covariates or missing terms (Figure 2).501

Without the missing covariate plots it was more difficult to see model problems and502

they would often go underdetected (Table 3). If there is information about the types of503

assumption violations that might be expected, or if a specific type of change to the model504

is being considered (variable deletion or addition), it is advisable to construct diagnostic505

checks specifically tailored to interrogate the relevant assumptions (as in Figure 2). As506

an aside, it seems to be easier to detect problems with the functional form assumed in a507

model when plotting residuals against each covariate separately, rather than plotting them508

once against fitted values, so there is an argument that plotting against each covariate509

should be done routinely.510

Graphical tools were also considered as a model selection technique to choose between511

a set of candidate models, and found to be useful but generally less effective than AIC.512

Instead the main role we see for graphical tools is in suggesting different ways to build513

the model outside of a preconceived set of candidate models, e.g. suggesting a quadratic514

term be added to the model to deal with nonlinearity on a residual plot.515

In this paper only a few types of assumption violation were actually considered, in simu-516

lations and in residual construction. Violations of independence assumptions were not a517

focus here. Spatial autocorrelation could be diagnosed from Dunn-Smyth residuals using518

standard techniques (e.g. a correlogram, or a spatial plot of residuals), although we expect519

that the discreteness in the data, converted into randomness by jittering, will dull the sig-520

nal, as seen earlier. Dependence across repeated surveys in time could be diagnosed using521

the time between detections as a basis for a residual, along the lines of Guillera-Arroita522

et al. (2011), or using join statistics (Wright et al., 2016). A related issue is overdispersion,523

which could in principle be identified from detection residuals, although simulations did524

not specifically test this. MacKenzie & Bailey (2004) found their parametric bootstrap525

test to have some power to detect overdispersion.526

Another core assumption of occupancy-detection models is that imperfect detection is527

modelled as an event collectively across all individuals in a site survey. Often it would be528

more natural to assume detection events operate at the level of the individual (and as such529

detection of a species in a survey should be a function of its abundance). This problem530
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is best addressed at the design stage by collecting additional data to model abundance531

counts directly, while accounting for imperfect detection of individuals (as in Royle et al.,532

2007), or using other extensions that account for more generic detection heterogeneity533

(MacKenzie et al., 2006; Royle, 2006a, for example).534

Because of the limited information available in a binary response, it is difficult to model535

detection/nondetection data and to separate out different sources of effects. This is even536

more difficult if there is insufficient information in the data to estimate all the parameters,537

known as model unidentifiability (Carroll et al., 1995). A simple way to diagnose models538

that are near-unidentifiable in the non-Bayesian setting is to look at the standard errors539

of model coefficients, and whether they are unduly large (more specifically, whether the540

variance-covariance matrix of coefficients is near-singular, which inflates standard errors).541

Problems can arise when sites are not sufficiently intensively sampled (e.g. a small number542

of survey visits when detection probability is small), or if predictors used for occupancy543

and detection components are highly correlated. In both cases a large number of sites544

may be needed to estimate parameters reliably. Increasing sample size does not resolve545

all problems, e.g. if there is a need to include parameters for false positives in the model,546

additional information on false positive rates is needed to estimate them (Chambert et al.,547

2015). Finally, when all that is available is detection/nondetection data, and we wish to548

tease apart the occupancy and detection processes, some core assumptions are necessary549

that can be difficult to check, such as the “closure” assumption (that occupancy status550

does not change across surveys). Sometimes the study design immediately suggests the551

closure assumption is reasonable, e.g. if surveys are simultaneously conducted by differ-552

ent observers, but in other settings it is not guaranteed and inferences about occupancy553

and detection can then be unreliable (Rota et al., 2009). Robust designs can be used554

in collecting data to test (Rota et al., 2009) or relax (MacKenzie et al., 2006) the clo-555

sure assumption, or it can be relaxed by assuming staggered arrival and departure times556

(Kendall et al., 2013). Designing studies with this assumption in mind is the best way to557

guard against problems.558

Dunn-Smyth residuals were developed here for simple occupancy-detection models, and559

a number of extensions to other models for imperfect detection are possible and indeed560

desirable. Mixture models are sometimes used to account for heterogeneity in detection561

that is not explained by covariates (Royle, 2006b), a relatively straightforward extension,562

indeed such residuals have been used in a mixture model previously (Dunstan et al., 2013).563

They could also be generalised to models for abundance (as in Royle et al., 2007).564
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Figure 1: Dunn-Smyth residual plots (with overlaid smooth curves and 95% confidence

bands) for occupancy (left column) and detection (right column) for the “No Elevation”

model (see Table 1). (a) Residuals vs fitted values, (b) Standard normal quantile plots,

(c) the residual vs fits plot from (a) “zoomed in” around the line residual = 0 to see if

the fitted smoother shows a trend. In this case there is a suggestion of lack of fit of the

occupancy-detection model (from which the elev predictor had been omitted), although in

this particular randomisation of residuals, the smoother still covers zero.
25



Figure 2: Plotting residuals against covariates to detect potential violations of the fitted

model. (a-b) Occupancy Dunn-Smyth residuals are plotted against the missing predictor

elevation, for the “No Elevation” and “No Quadratic” Models respectively, (c) detection

residuals against duration for the “No Duration” model. There is a suggestion from (a)

that elevation be included in the occupancy-detection model, from (b) that a quadratic

for elevation may be warranted as well as the linear term, and from (c) that duration be

included in the detection model.
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Figure 3: Example display of the full set of diagnostic plots based on Dunn-Smyth residuals,

for all four models from Table 1 (one column for each model). In simulation, this is the

display of plots that was used to diagnose model goodness-of-fit. (a-b) Occupancy residual

plots (as in Figure 1a and c, left), (c) residuals against covariates (as in Figure 2), (d)

occupancy residual quantile plot (as in Figure 1b, left), (e-f) detection residual plots (as

in Figure 1a-b,right).
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